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INTRODUCTION

Tuen Mun is one of the three New Towns being developed in the
New Territories. It is 17 km west of Tsuen Wan and 32 km by existing
roads from Star Ferry, Kowloon. By 1986 the New Town will have
nearly half-a-million people.
From the early planning stages of the New Town, it was clear that
the existing tortuous Castle Peak Road would prove an inadequate link
between Tsuen Wan and Tuen Mun. A high-capacity road link was
considered an essential pre-requisite to the development of Tuen Mun.
The Hong Kong Government commissioned Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick
and Partners to prepare a report on a new road between the two towns
and, following its acceptance, to design and supervise construction.
Tuen Mun Road, as it is now called, is Hong Kong's first high-capacity
limited-access rural highway. It is being constructed in two stages.
Construction ol the first stage commenced in October 1974 and
involved the completion of the first carriageway of what will eventually
be a dual thrcc-lanc road some 17 km long. Also included was the
formation works for the second carriageway over about 7.3 km of its
length and the complete construction of the two intermediate interchanges. The first carriageway is marked as two lanes uphill and one
lane downhill for most of the length of the road.
Construction of the second stage will commence soon after the first
carriageway is opened to traffic. When completed, Tuen Mun Road will
form part of Route 2 which will provide continuous dual-carriageway
travel from Tuen Mun to Kowloon.

ROUTE

At its eastern end, Tuen Mun Road connects with Castle Peak Road
at a traffic-signal controlled junction. When the Tsuen Wan By-pass is
constructed, this connection will become one of the slip roads in a
three-level interchange.
The road climbs to a high point near Ting Kau giving a panoramic
view of the Harbour and islands. The natural slope of the ground in this
area is very steep, so the road is carried on a viaduct constructed just
below the existing catchwater. The road crosses two deep valleys before
it descends to Sham Tseng.
Sham Tseng is a large village separated from the sea by Castle Peak
Road with a bakery, chemical works, brewery and textile factory built
on the waterfront. An interchange with Castle Peak Road serves the
traffic needs of this developing village. Tuen Mun Road passes the
village on a high-level viaduct before climbing for another 2 km through
sparsely populated countryside.
Because of the massive rock formation at Brothers Point, at the
eastern side of Tai Lam Bay, the new road has been constructed close
to the shore line with the existing Castle Peak Road being re-aligned on
reclamation. Tuen Mun Road descends rapidly to this shore line before
crossing the bay on a causeway with a bridge built to allow for the
discharge from Tai Lam Chung Reservoir. The enclosed area of the bay
is expected to be reclaimed eventually. A second intermediate interchange is located at the western side of the bay and provides access to
nearby villages and the Lok On Pai desalter.
The chosen route cuts inland and follows a succession of ridges and
cultivated valleys for the next 3 km. The road then runs through
broken land separating Army barracks from their training grounds to
the north. At its western end, Tuen Mun Road connects directly into
the centre of Tuen Mun over a reclaimed section of the Castle Peak
Bay.

ROAD CARRIAGEWAY

Tuen Mun Road will have two three-lane carriageways separated by a
central reserve and bounded by relatively narrow verges and hard strips.
Until the second carriageway is opened, the first carrij^eway will carry
two-way traffic.
The road has been designed for a speed of 60 km/hr. At the western
end, however, as negligible additional costs were involved a design speed
of 80 km/lir has been achieved. The nature of the terrain dictated the
use of relatively steep gradients. Initially, traffic will be faced with
gradients up to 8% but after the second carriageway is opened the
maximum climbing gradient will be reduced to 6%.
The road pavement is generally formed with 250 mm of crashed
stone sub-base, 150 mm of bituminous macadam base and 100 mm of
asphaltic concrete surfacing. Where formation is rock, the sub-base has
been omitted. 125,000 tonnes of sub-base and 135,000 tonnes of
bituminous surfacing have been used.
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Both sub-surface and surface dr2iinage are provided. Porous drains
have been constructed under the road formation whilst covered
channels, set flush with the carriageway, drain the surface of the pavement.
Several systems aiding traffic operation and safety have been incorporated in the design of the road. Steel barriers are included in the
central reserve and on embankment verges. The complete length of the
road will be l i t and directional traffic signs will be illuminated.
Emergency telephones will be installed on both sides of the road at a
spacing of 500 m. Along side-by-side sections of dual carriageway, the
central reserve will be broken at intervals by emergency/maintenance
crossings.
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Tuen Mun Road Carriageway Cross-Section
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: Road Paving
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: Carriageway Drainage

EARTHWORKS/MARINE WORKS
Difficult topography along the road's alignment has required both
major earthworks and marine works. It has been necessary to form cut
slopes up to 70 m high and fill slopes as much as 40 m deep in order to
fit the road into the hilly terrain. In addition, considerable marine
works were needed to cross Tai Lam and Castle Peak Bays and to realign
a section of Castle Peak Road.
Cut slopes in soft material are generally flatter near Tsuen Wan than
along the remainder of the route because of the finer-grained soil in the
Tsuen Wan area. Horizontal drains and rockfill buttresses have been
provided at the base of some of these slopes to improve stability.
About half the material excavated has been hard and so several of the
slopes have been cut to a near-vertical angle where rock is exposed.
These slopes have been stabilised using rock bolts and anchors, horizontal drains and concrete buttresses. Many of the rock slopes were formed
using the pre-splitting technique. This technique reduces overbreak
during blasting, increases the stability of the slope and gives the exposed
rock face a smooth appearance with the pre-splitting drill holes remaining as a feature.
Embankments have been compacted with side slopes o f 1 on 1.5.
The slopes are protected with grass and chevron-pattern channels.
Stepped carriageways have been constructed over a length of some 4.5
km to reduce the size of embankments in side-long ground and to help
to blend the road into the landscape.
Little dredging was required for the realignment of Castle Peak Road
but some 700,000 cu. metres of mud had to be removed from Tai Lam
Bay. The dredged channel has been backfilled with suitable material.
The road carriageway is constructed on fill bounded on exposed faces
by rock mounds with wave-wall blocks providing additional protection
on the seaward side.
The final section across .Castle Peak Bay was formed by pumping
marine sand directly on top of the original seabed and then constructing
an earthfill embankment on this sand blanket.
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: Embankment Ch. 5300 - 5400 near Sham Tseng
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: Tai Lam Bay and Interchange Ch. 10600 - 11400

Cut Slope near Siu Lam showing pre-splitting holes
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STRUCTURES

Ten road bridges, three footbridges, twelve underpasses and fifteen
box culverts have been constructed.
Most of the road bridges had to be built at relatively inaccessible
locations and so hght-weight pre-tensioned concrete beams were
chosen. These beams are supported on columns founded on spread
footings, prestressed concrete piles or hand-dug caissons. Because of the
topography, several of the columns are very tall, with the tallest at
Tsing Lung Tau being 33 m high. A notable aspect of the construction
of these tall columns has been the contractor's use of the slipforming
technique.
As access was easier at Sham Tseng, longer and heavier post-tensioned
beams were chosen for the viaduct. The span of 32 m for this viaduct
was dictated by the width of the nullah flowing through the village.
Construction of the viaduct required relocation of a substantial section
of the old village, and new housing has been provided nearby.
No pedestrian access is allowed onto Tuen Mun Road and no vehicle
access to the road is provided between the interchanges. Thus underpasses and footbridges had to be built to connect Castle Peak Road to
developments located north of Tuen Mun Road. The underpasses are
in-situ reinforced-concrete box structures whilst the design of the footbridges has had to be varied to suit the terrain: one is an in-situ
concrete arch and the other two have in-situ prestressed-concrete decks.
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: Sham Tseng Viaduct
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: Footbridge, Ch. 5100
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Tsing Lung Tau Bridge

